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Testing DAB Receivers Using ETI

The IZT S1000 Multi-channel Signal Generator is a powerful test 
source to generate DAB test signals from the ETI (Ensemble Transport 
Interface) [1] or EDI/ETI format. In addition, the IZT DAB ContentServer 
can be used to generate ETI files to be modulated by the IZT S1000. 
The possibility to directly link the multiplexer output of the IZT DAB 
ContentServer with the IZT S1000 provides a versatile laboratory 
setup to test DAB receivers in real-time.
This application note describes how to use the IZT S1000 in 
combination with the IZT DAB ContentServer to generate signals for 
DAB receiver testing.

Technical Background

The ETI format has been designed as an interface between DAB 
ensemble multiplexers and the transmitter network. ETI streams can 
be recorded to file and be used for detailed analysis of DAB ensembles 
as well as input of test modulators for receiver development.

Using Encapsulation of DAB Interfaces (EDI) [2], the ETI format can 
be distributed over IP networks using UDP (User Datagram Protocol) 
streaming in multicast or unicast.

Files in the ETI(NI) format have been established for exchanging 
DAB streams. For example, the format is used by the World DAB ETI 
Library [3].

figure 1: WEB INTErFACE oF ThE IZT DAB CoNTENTSErvEr

feaTures

iZT s1000 

The IZT S1000 modulates DAB signals from ETI or EDI. The DAB mod-
ulator option S1000-403, applies offline CoFDM modulation. The 
resulting files can  be  either  loaded  to  the  internal  memory  or 
streamed from the external Memory Extension. The DAB real-time 
modulator S1000-203 can use ETI or EDI files directly as input and 
can be configured multiple times in different vSGs. The DAB real-
time modulator is capable of full ETI reconfigurations. The live EDI 
input option S1000-203b provides an interface for receiving live EDI/
ETI streams from a DAB Multiplexer, e.g. the IZT DAB ContentServer.

iZT daB contentserver

The IZT DAB ContentServer can be used to generate ETI files or EDI/ETI 
streams. A web interface provides convenient access to configure of 
service components and multiplex. To enable the full feature set of the 
DAB standards, the IZT DAB ContentServer Developer Edition provides 
complete functionality – including all standardized and broadcaster-
specific data services, reconfigurations and signalling options.

The  IZT  DAB  ContentServer  Embedded  Edition  allows  basic  test-
ing of DAB receivers and is exclusively available to be combined with 
the IZT S1000.



figure 2: rECorDING ETI FILES WITh IZT DAB CoNTENTSErvEr figure 4: oFFLINE TooL To GENErATE DAB IQ FILES FroM DIFFErENT ETI ForMATS

figure 3: ETI ANALyZEr oF ThE IZT DAB CoNTENTSErvEr

file-Based TesTing

The IZT S1000 can modulate DAB signals from existing 
fi les in the ETI(NI) or EDI/ETI format. These can be fi les 
recorded at the IZT DAB ContentServer, fi les extracted 
from on-air recordings with the IZT receivers or other 
sources such as the World DAB ETI Library.

generating eTi files 

The IZT DAB ContentServer allows recording the mul-
tiplexer output. This functionality can be conveniently 
accessed using the web interface. The multiplexer out-
put is stored as an ETI(NI) fi le.

To perform recording from the web interface, go to 
“Broadcast Information” / “record output of Multiplex 
Generator”. Figure 2 shows the recording interface 
which allows setting the duration of the recording and 
the possibility to download  the recorded ETI(NI) fi le.

Additionally, the ETI Analyzer allows converting the 
recorded fi le into EDI/ETI or other formats (Figure 3). 
The ETI Analyzer is accessible through the web 
interface and is included in the Developer Edition of 
the IZT DAB ContentServer. Further, the ETI Analyzer 
is a powerful tool not only to analyze the complete 
DAB ensemble but also to extract pre-encoded audio 
or data subchannels. These can be used for further 
analysis or as elements of a new multiplex even on 
a system without enough licenses to generate such a 
multiplex in real-time.
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figure 6: SyNChroNIZED SETUP To MULTIPLEx AND MoDULATE DAB SIGNALS IN rEAL-TIME

offline Modulation from eTi files

The option S1000-403 DAB Waveform includes a DAB Modulator which allows 
generating DAB IQ files from any ETI File format offline. The waveform is compatible 
to DAB, DAB+ and DMB. The IQ files can be loaded to the IZT S1000 rAM or 
streamed from the S1000 Memory Extension harddisk via LAN.

real-time Modulation

The DAB real-time modulator can use ETI files directly as input and can be configured 
multiple times in different vSGs (virtual Signal Generators of the S1000). 

The real-time DAB modulator is capable of dynamic reconfigurations, which is 
essential to support the full test range of the DAB standard. The powerful impairment 
features of the S1000 (including multipath fading and time variant profiles) can be 
applied to the real-time DAB modulator.

real-TiMe edi sTreaMing

The IZT S1000 can modulate DAB signals directly from incoming EDI/ETI streams 
received from the IZT DAB ContentServer in real-time via UDP at the S1000 Memory 
Extension or Memory Extension+. In combination with the IZT DAB ContentServer, a 
versatile laboratory setup can be achieved. The DAB real-time modulator option IZT 
S1000-203 and live EDI input option IZT S1000-203b enable a direct link between 
the IZT DAB ContentServer and the IZT S1000 with the EDI/ETI protocol.

figure 5: SETTING UP DAB CoNTENTSErvEr NETWork 
SETTINGS INCLUDING NTP



figure 7: SETTING UP SyNChroNIZATIoN SoUrCES oF ThE IZT S1000

figure 9: SETTING UP ThE IZT S1000 For DAB MoDULATIoN

figure 8: MULTIPLExEr oUTPUT CoNFIGUrATIoN oF ThE IZT DAB CoNTENTSErvEr

setup and synchronization

Figure 6 shows a typical setup of the IZT DAB Con-
tentServer, IZT S1000 and Memory Extension(+). The 
setup has to be synchronized. PPS or 10 Mhz need to 
be provided to the IZT S1000, while  Memory Exten-
sion(+) and DAB ContentServer are synchronized us-
ing NTP (Network Time Protocol). All synchronization 
sources are derived from the same device.

NTP synchronization can be confi gured at the system 
administration dialog of the DAB ContentServer (Figure 
5). It has to be made sure that the network settings 
correspond to those of the setup, e.g. network and 
netmask include the IP addresses of the S1000.

The IZT Memory Extension and IZT S1000 use a con-
fi guration fi le for the NTP client and server functional-
ity. The necessary tools for NTP are readily installed in 
a current release and running. To use the NTP Server 
(time server, Internet NTP, etc.) the confi guration fi le 
needs to be adapted to the required needs (Figure 7).

The important Confi guration Parameters are:

10 Mhz reference: 
external

The 10 Mhz is received from 
the Timeserver/ GPS at the 
external 10 Mhz input. 
When it is received, the red 

eXT  will change to the color 
white eXT . 
This indicates that the level and 
quality of the 10 Mhz signal is 
suffi cient.

PPs sync source: 
external

In the case the PPS is derived 
from external, this is the way to 
set this parameter

Multiplexer output confi guration

The multiplexer output of the DAB ContentServer needs 
to be confi gured to send a unicast EDI stream to the 
S1000 where the EDI data is received and modulated.

The multiplexer output can be confi gured through the 
ContentServer’s web interface. In the main menu, select 
“Broadcast Confi guration” / “Multiplexer output”. 

As shown in Figure 8, confi gure an output target with 
IP address and port of the corresponding S1000. Make 
sure that “EDI/DCP, no data protection (plain AF layer, 
no PFT)” is selected in the fi eld “DCP Parameters” 
(expert parameter).

It is possible to create multiple output Targets which 
can simultaneously address different vSGs, separate 
IZT S1000 or additional targets (e.g. a PC running 
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figure 12: BLoCk DIAGrAM oF ThE IZT S1000

figure 11: CoNFIGUrING ThE EDI SoUrCE (2)

figure 10: CoNFIGUrING ThE EDI SoUrCE

the IZT DAB MultimediaPlayer) in parallel. In the shown example, 
there are two output sections for different target IPs (in this case 
two seperate IZT S1000).

s1000 settings

As shown in Figure 9 the center frequency of the rF output needs 
to be confi gured in the IZT GUI fi rst. When the center frequency is 
confi gured, the Format, DAB Mode, DAB Comb and DAB Pattern can 
be confi gured (Figure 10).

In the Network settings of the individual vSG, the receiving port of 
the DAB ContentServer is confi gured (here 50001). In the last step, 
the Source is confi gured to Network.

When the EDI Streaming is running and DAB Modulation is activated, 
the Time parameter shows the time since the Signal generation has 
started.



reQuired hardWare and sofTWare oPTions

iZT s1000

hardware options iZT s1000-chs Chassis and all digital hardware

iZT s1000-rf3 rF output 9 khz – 3 Ghz 

iZT s1000-rfs3 rF synthesizer 3 Ghz

iZT s1000 
Memory extension

Enhances the IZT S1000 streaming capabilities to wideband signals; 
provides 2 x 12 TB storage capacity

iZT s1000 
Memory extension+

Enhances the IZT S1000 streaming capabilities to wideband signals;
provides 2 x 9 TB storage capacity with fault tolerance
(Alternative to above)

software options iZT s1000-gui Graphical User Interface

iZT s1000-110 one virtual Signal Generator vSG; up to 31 vSGs are possible
(one per DAB signal to be generated)

iZT s1000-120 Streaming input; high-speed LAN streaming, 2 Gbit ports for streaming data

iZT s1000-203 DAB real-time modulator 
(required to support real-time modulation)

iZT s1000-203b Live EDI input for IZT S1000-203
(required to support EDI streaming)

iZT s1000-403 DAB modulator
(required to support offl ine IQ modulation)

iZT daB contentserver*

editions for receiver 
development and 
Testing

iZT daBcs-060 DAB ContentServer Developer Edition

Typical options iZT daBcs-201 DAB Audio Encoder (one per DAB audio service)

iZT daBcs-202 DAB+ Audio Encoder (one per addtl. DAB+ audio service, one included)

*Software based on Fraunhofer technology. hardware according to customer needs.

conclusions

IZT’s comprehensive support for DAB provides powerful and convenient solutions to 
test receivers in the laboratory. Supporting the ETI format, the IZT S1000 can modulate 
DAB from ETI fi les as well as from the output streams of DAB Multiplexers.

The IZT DAB ContentServer is the perfect choice to create DAB Ensembles in various 
confi gurations, providing an EDI/ETI output stream and the possibility to record ETI 
fi les. The ETI Analyzer is a powerful tool to analyze and convert ETI fi les.
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